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Ecclesiastical pomp &
aristocratic circumstance

Pg 93 PG 99

I wanted to use wooden cards, but I don't 
own enough for this project (I needed 31, 
I own 24, and an order from Estonia, 
where I got them via Etsy, wouldn't arrive 
in time). Instead I used plastic cards from 
Lacis - not historical, but plentiful.

Someday I will make and use an 
Oseberg-style loom. Today is not 
that day. 

Instead I used my favorite inkle 
loom, made by the Schacht 
Spindle Company.
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Ecclesiastical pomp &
aristocratic circumstance

Pages 105, 106, & 109
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This arrangement creates
columns of chevrons ,

resembling knitting
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Ecclesiastical pomp &
aristocratic circumstance

Page 110 & 113

This is where my other tools 
come into play: I use a 
bamboo double-pointed 
knitting needle to create the 
secondary shed, and I thread a 
tapestry needle with a length 
of brocade warp. Once I've 
picked up the brocade shed, I 
slide the tapestry needle along 
the knitting needle so I don't 
miss the opening in any way. 
Next, I turn the cards and beat 
down the shed.

"Beating down the shed" overstates be 
the action; really I just press the wefts into 
place, but beating is what it is called. I 
don't use a shuttle for the structural weft; 
rather I just wind it into a butterfly and use 
a small weaving sword to beat the shed.

[
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Ecclesiastical pomp &
aristocratic circumstance

Pg 125

I already own a copy of Ecclesiastical Pomp 
& Aristocratic Circumstance, but some time 
ago I purchased a digital copy for 
convenience’s sake.

I used to print out patterns and either cover 
them with invisible tape or have them 
laminated. I can write on invisible tape with a 
pencil and erase it without fraying the paper, 
and I crossed off lines on laminated patterns 
with an alcohol marker (they don’t wash off 
by accident or smear, but will wipe off with 
an alcohol wipe).

These days, now that I have an iPad, I take a 
screenshot of the page I need, crop the 
image down to just the pattern, and import it 
into GoodNotes. I strike out the lines with the 
highlighter, because the eraser tool has a 
feature that allows you to only erase the 
highlight. It comes in handy when I’ve made 
notes that I want to keep and I need to do 
another repeat of the pattern.

My band measures 12-13 mm on average

I did use 2 strands for the brocade weft, but 
I want to play with this band again in future, 
so I'll try it with one strand then.

* I did not do twill in center portion - 
learning brocade was enough of a brain 
breaker for one project

q
Ifigured itwas either
Belgium or the Netherlands

••y
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D: 260/2 silk structural weft
     1 strand vintage Japanese 
gold thread

.

Tests
A: 60/2 silk structural weft
     20/2 silk brocade welt
     ↳ good coverage, 
nothing showing @ edges

B: 260/2 silk structural weft
     20/2 silk brocade weft
     ↳ even better coverage, 
nothing showing @ edges

B

A

B

C: 260/2 silk structural 
weft
     2 strands vintage 
Japanese gold thread

C

d



22K Gold
Plated Thread

Vintage Japanese
Gold Leaf
Thread



 Start: Leaf motif
260/2 silk structural weft
2 strands vintage Japanese gold thread

13 inches
- got good coverage
- brocade weft often peeps out the sides (lots 
of bulk)
- not sure if it worked better to cross the 
strands as they go to the next pick or to curve 
them around each other

Weaving the band

I don't think that the Japanese brocade weft & the incredibly thin structural weft were the 
best match. I think that the brocade weft sort of "squished" out the sides because the thin
structural weft couldn't support it when I beat down the shed. I had less trouble with the 
precious metal weft. 

- Switched motifs to "hearts" because I got bored with leaves.
- 8.25" of this motif
- changed from Japanese brocade weft to precious metal weft after ~2.5" because it finally 
came in.
The precious metal weft is much easier to work with because it's finer & goes around curves 
much better
Next time I will try one strand with 60/2 structural warp

- Switched again to third motif → did ~2.5" inches before finishing the band by doing a 
repeat of each motif
- I like the third motif better when worked than I do conceptually-might even need to play 
with it a bit

If I had it to do over again, I'd change the way I set up the cards a little bit to make the 
chevron patterns formed on the edges & between the borders & the pattern cards all point 
the same way.

Dont know how the original motifs were worked, but they are beautiful, singly and 
collectively. Can't wait to explore this technique some more.

STRAND A

STRAND 2

WOVEN BAND



The Playlist

YouTube Other Streaming Media

…I don't get out much…

This project brought to you by a WIDE variety of YouTube channels & streamed TV 
shows, including but not limited to...

Bernadette Banner
Abby Cox
Nicole Rudolph
The Welsh Viking
Elewys of Finchingfield
Between Two Peers
Ask The Knights LIVE
Beatrice Caruso
The Hoof GP
Stephen Colbert
Bondi Vet
Cole the Cornstar
Brad Mondo
JetPens
The Petticoated Swashbuckler
Juul Theissen
Morgan Donner
Jolly
The Korean Englishman
Tasting History

The Equalizer
MacGyver
The Great British Sewing Bee
Glow Up
All The Glitters: The Search for Britain’s 
Next Jewelry Star
Rupaul's Drag Race: Season 13
Rupaul's Drag Race UK: Season 2
Rupaul's Drag Race Down Under: Season 1
Prodigal Son
The Irregulars
The Alienist
Legendary
Tudor Monastery Farm
Victorian Farm
The Haunting of Hill House
The Nevers



The Bibliography
& Sources for Materials

Spies, Nancy, and Peter Collingwood. Ecclesiastical Pomp & Aristocratic 
Circumstance: a Thousand Years of Brocaded Tabletwoven Bands. Arelate 
Studio, 2000.

Vintage Japanese Gold Leaf Thread: https://www.etsy.com/listing/659884255/
special-pricelimited-to-50-pieces

 Hunter green 60/2 silk: https://www.etsy.com/listing/694281030/100g-35oz-
of-602-spun-silk-in-a-variety  

Cherry wood weaving sword: https://www.etsy.com/listing/708808404/tool-
skinny-one-handled-weaving-sword

Precious metal thread in 22k gold: https://tiedtohistory.com/product/precious-
metal-thread/


